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Abstract
In this paper, computational efforts in designing experiment for a series of wind tunnel tests of high-lift airframe
noise measurement and the importance are shown. This paper describes computational evaluations of the design
of wind tunnel testing model, the model sizing and mounting in wind tunnel, and influences of shear layer and
mounted plate on the sound propagation in open-cart test section. It is shown that preliminary CFD investigation
of the wind tunnel tests can decrease unknowns and improve the accuracy of the wind tunnel test.
Key words: high-lift, aeroacoustics, computational fluid dynamics, wind tunnel test

Introduction
With recent interest in the environmental problems, regulations for aircraft noise around airports have tightened.
Due to successive efforts for noise reduction from aircraft engines, airframe noise is getting prominent for the
overall noise level, especially during approach where engines are throttled down. Therefore, noise reduction
technologies for the airframe noise are getting important for developments of future commercial aircraft. The
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noise froom high-lift devices
d
deploy
yed during lannding and tak
ke-off such ass leading-edgee slat and traiiling-edge
flap is knnown as one of
o major noise sources of thee airframe noiise besides thee noise from laanding gears [1-3].
ologies solvinng Reynolds-A
Averaged Navier-Stokes ((RANS) equaations and
Recent pprogresses off CFD techno
computerr resources have
h
improved the accuraccy to predictt the steady-sstate aerodynaamics phenom
mena and
performaance to a usefful level applicable in the design proceess, even for full-aircraft
f
coonfigurations deployed
high-lift devices [4-6]. In recen
nt years, effforts to valiidate and im
mprove CFD//CAA (Comp
putational
c
have been pro
omoted intern
nationally throough several workshops
w
AeroAcooustics) for airrframe noise computations
such as B
BANC (Workkshop on Ben
nchmark probblems for Airrframe Noise Computations
ns) [7-8]. How
wever, the
daily usee of CFD/CAA
A to simulate the
t noise from
m high-lift dev
vices especiallly for full airccraft configuraations still
requires to solve seveeral difficultiees in the grid generation, prediction
p
acccuracy and coomputational resources.
r
borating with numerical sim
mulations.
The airfrrame noise ressearch still rellies largely onn wind tunnel testing, collab
JAXA haas conducted research work
k using a seriees of wind tunnel tests and
d numerical siimulations on the noise
generatioon mechanism
m and reductio
on technologiies around th
he high-lift deevices and lannding gears [9-15]. To
investigaate the airfram
me noise from high-lift devicces, several reesearch modells such as a sim
mple rectangu
ular single
wing moodel and a reallistic wing-fuselage model deployed hig
gh-lift devices have been ussed for the wiind tunnel
s
[6
6, 16-17]. Thhe research ussing the most complicatedd wing-fuselaage model
tests andd numerical simulations
deployedd high-lift deevices with an engine naccelle, which is the wind tunnel testinng model bassically for
aerodynaamic test purppose, had tried
d to identify thhe noise sourcces and characcteristics geneerated from th
he realistic
aircraft cconfigurationss such as slat side-edges. O
On the other hand,
h
dimensions of slat annd flap are sm
mall in the
half-spann wind tunneel testing mo
odel of compplete aircraft configuration
n with 2.3m half-span len
ngth. The
flowfieldds are compliccated with interferences off engine-nacellle. They made it difficult tto investigate the detail
flowfieldds around idenntified noise sources
s
and bbasic noise ch
haracteristics from
f
each com
mponent. Thee research
using a ssimplified threee-dimensionaal high-lift winng model, “O
OTOMO”, shown in Fig. 1 hhad clarified the
t details
ms from high
h-lift devices [9-15].
[
The stu
tudies using th
he models
of noise characteristics and generation mechanism
w
tunnel tests such ass noise source identificatioon using phaased-array
had imprroved techniqques of the wind
microphoones and flow
w visualization
n using PIV annd numerical simulation methods such aas LES and LE
ES/RANS
hybrid m
method. In adddition, the devices and conccepts to reducee the noise haave been also pproposed and
d validated
using thee models.

wall cart
(i) Solid-w

(ii) Anechoic
A
Kev
vlar-wall cart
(a) 2m
m  2m JAXA--LWT2

(b) 3m
3  2.5m Larrge-Scale Anecchoic Wind Tu
unnel in Railwaay Technical R
Research Institu
ute

Fig.
JAXA
high-llift
devicenoise
noiseresearch
researchmodel,
m
model,“OTOMO”
“OTOM
MO” mounted
facilities
s [9-15]
Fig.
1 1JAXA
high-lift
device
mountedininthe
thewind
windtuunnel
tunnel
facilities
[9-15]
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The research model shown in Fig. 1 employed a rectangular wing planform and omitted the sweep angle, taper,
and dihedral angle. Toward further improvements to predict and reduce the airframe noise from actual aircrafts,
the influences of the omitted parameters on the noise generation mechanisms and the effectiveness of devices
and concepts to reduce noise should be investigated well. For example, in several wind tunnel test results such
as two-dimensional wind tunnel test results and test results using JAXA’s rectangular high-lift wing model [11],
Multiple Tonal Peaks (MTPs) generated from slat are observed as shown in Fig. 2. On the other hand, it has
been said that MTPs are not necessarily observed in flight test results. In addition, noise sources are often
identified around detail parts such as slat tracks and cavities in flight test results of actual aircrafts, which are
specific in the actual aircrafts and not modeled or simplified in the wind tunnel testing model. The influences of
such detail parts in actual aircrafts should be also clarified for further improvements to predict and reduce the
airframe noise from actual aircrafts.
To investigate the influences, a half-span three-element high-lift wing model with taper and sweep angle were
designed and fabricated for the purpose of high-lift device noise research. A series of wind tunnel tests have
been conducted since 2011. In this paper, the computational efforts in designing experiment for the wind tunnel
tests and its importance are shown. For successful wind tunnel tests of high-lift device noise research,
preliminary CFD investigation of the wind tunnel tests can decrease unknowns and improve the accuracy of the
wind tunnel test. The preliminary CFD results help to appropriately and efficiently locate steady/unsteady
pressure sensors to be measured. The model has to be appropriately designed to simulate expected flowfields
and conditions in the wind tunnels. The model sizing and mounting method should be carefully selected to avoid
strong wind tunnel interference at high-lift conditions. In the case of open-cart test to evaluate far-field noise,
careful consideration is required. If the model generates unexpected extra noise, it is difficult to distinguish the
influence from the measured spectra. In addition, in the case of open-cart test, generated shear-layers largely
deflect due to high-lift. The deflected flow has to be in the collector without generating extra noise at the
required conditions. For the purpose of high-lift device noise research, not only the wind tunnel data correction
for aerodynamic forces, but also the influence on the sound propagation through the deflected shear-layers and
sound reflection on the mounted plate should be evaluated.

Designed Wind Tunnel Testing Model for High-lift Device Noise Research,
OTOMO2
The model is designed to have a leading-edge slat and a trailing-edge single-slotted flap assuming an outer wing
with sweep angle of a 100-passenger-class civil jet aircraft. The designed model configuration, OTOMO2, is
shown in Fig. 3.
Noise sources around slat are mainly derived from unsteadiness of the shear layers from the cusp and the slat
trailing edge. Three noise components have been observed up to now [11]. The first component is the low
frequency broadband component. The second component is the multiple tonal peaks (MTP) superimposed on
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the low ffrequency brooadband comp
ponent. The thhird componen
nt, high frequ
uency tone nooise, is govern
ned by the
Karman vortex sheddiing from the trailing edge of the slat. Several
S
other possibilities are the slat tracks, the
a
ventt. In addition, to seal gaps between
b
slat aand the leadin
ng-edge of
cavities aaround the slaat track, and anti-icing
the main wing when thhe slats are sttowed at the ccruise conditio
ons, blade seaal and bulb seaal are often atttached as
hear layers froom the cusp and
a the flow pattern
p
in the ccove. Besidess the basic
shown inn Fig. 4. Theyy change the sh
characterristics of noisee from slat, the influences oof such detail parts
p
in actuall aircrafts shouuld be also claarified for
further im
mprovements to predict and
d reduce the aairframe noisee from actual aircrafts. Thiis model is deesigned to
allow thee additional evvaluation of th
he influences . Figure 5 sho
ows the examples of additio
ional parts of simulated
slat trackks and cavitiess.
dge is recogniized to be a major
m
noise so
ource. The nooise sources att the flapAs for nooise from flapp, flap side-ed
edge werre clarified as three main so
ources; noise at low-frequeency around th
he aft of flap trailing edge by vortex
instabilityy, broadbandd noise at miid-frequency around the side-edge
s
of flap by shearr-layer instab
bility, and
broadbannd noise at higgh-frequency around
a
the gapp between maain wing and flap
f by shear-llayer instabilitty [18-19].
In this m
model, flap-tipp region is dessigned to be eexchangeable.. As for the fllap track, a fllap track fairin
ng can be
evaluatedd as shown in Fig. 6.
D codes had been used to
o design the m
model. One is
i a flow solv
ver on multi-b
-block structu
ured grids,
Two CFD
UPACS, which is a sttandard CFD code for mullti-block strucctured grids in
n JAXA [20-223]. The other one is a
T
code [200, 24], which is
i one of majo
or CFD codess for unstructu
ured grids
flow solvver on unstrucctured grids, TAS
used in A
APG/JAXA. The
T mixed element unstructtured grids co
omposed of tettrahedrons, prrisms, and pyrramids for
viscous fflows with higgh Reynolds number
n
were generated usiing unstructurred surface/voolume mesh generators,
g
TAS-Mesh and MEGG
G3D [25-29].

Designed
J
JAXA
high-liftdevice
researchmodel
mo
odel with
with tape
r and
MO2”
devicenoise
noisseresearch
Fig.
Fig.
3 3Designed
JAXA
high-lift
taper
andsweep
sweepaangle,
angle,“OTOM
“OTOMO2”
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Fig.
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testmodel
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Design
n of Wing Geometry
y
i the JAXA-L
LWT2 Lowsp
peed Wind
In this reesearch, use off two differentt wind tunnel facilities is asssumed. One is
Tunnel shhown in Fig. 1(a). The facility is used ffor measuremeents of noise source identiffication by microphone
phased-aarray, aerodynnamic force an
nd moment, sttatic/unsteady pressure, and
d flowfield byy oil-flow and PIV. It is
Kevlar wall square test
an atmosspheric pressuure closed-circcuit tunnel wiith a solid waall square test section or a K
section. T
The size of thhe test section is 2m in heigght, 2m in wid
dth, and 4m in
n length. The other one is the
t LargeScale Annechoic Windd Tunnel in Railway
R
Technnical Researcch Institute (R
RTRI) [30] shhown in Fig. 1(b). The
tunnel haas an open-jett nozzle with a rectangular cross-section. The size of the
t test sectioon is 3m in wiidth, 2.5m
in heightt, and 8m in leength. The faccility is used ffor measuremeents of far-field noise specttra including directivity
d
a moment, and static/un
nsteady pressu
ure. In order tto investigate details of
characterristics, aerodyynamic force and
noise souurces, the moddel size is desiigned to be maaximized in th
he wind tunnels.
g geometry is designed based on two
To be connsistent with a series of JAXA’s high-lifft noise researches, the wing
models, a realistic airccraft wing-fuseelage model ddeployed high-lift devices, JSM
J
(JAXA SStandard Model) [6, 16-
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17], show
wn in Fig. 7 annd a simplifieed high-lift moodel, OTOMO
O, shown in Fiig. 1. The winng planform iss based on
the outerr wing of JS
SM. The halff-span length should be leess than 1.5m
m in the JAX
XA-LWT2 forr high-lift
configuraation. The hallf-span length
h of JSM is 2. 3m. To be full-span slat an
nd 70%span fflap, the wing planform
of from 554% to 88% span is used fo
or the baselinee planform. Th
he stowed section airfoil annd the setting parameter
p
of slat aand flap are identical
i
with
h those of OT
TOMO. The slat and flap are deployedd in three-dim
mensional
directionn based on the wing planform
m to evaluatee under realistiic aircraft situ
uations. The di
differences of flowfields
f
F 8.
by the deeployment metthods are prelliminary evaluuated by CFD as shown in Fig.

Fig.
model,“JSM”
“JSM”
Fig.77 JAXA
JAXAhigh-lift
high-lliftdevice
device research
ressearch model,

(a)
( Deployed iin two-dimenssional directio
on

(b
b) Deployed inn three-dimen
nsional directio
on
Fig.8 8The
T
Thedifference
differenceofofflowfields
flowfieldssbybythe
thedeployment
deplooymentmethods
metho
ods of
ofslat
slat and
and
d flap
flap preliminary
preliminnary evaluated
d by
Fig.
evaluated
byCFD
CFD
(left: surfface pressure distribution,
right:
r pressure
total pre
essure loss) right: total pressure loss)
(left: surface
distribution,
model can reprroduce the
If the loaad distributionn of the JSM is reproducedd on the modeel, it is expectted that the m
noise. Fiigure 9 showss the aerodynamic forces aand moment of
o JSM measu
ured in the w
wind tunnel teest. Figure
i
singlee/outboard doouble flaps with
w 35deg
XXX inddicates two reesults with diifferent flap ssettings; (A) inboard
deflectionn and (B) inbboard/outboard
d single flaps with 30deg deflection.
d
Th
he lift coefficiient at landing
g CL(LD) is
estimatedd using CLmax.
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g angles of atttack  are arround 34 and
a 56
CL(LD) is estimated to be 1.89 and 1.84 and the corresponding
s
degrees ffor each flap setting.
nboard single//outboard douuble flaps wiith 35deg
Figure 10 compares the load disttribution of JJSM with in
minary configuuration of OT
TOMO2 obtained using CFFD. In the prreliminary
deflectionn at =4 annd the prelim
configuraation, the twisst and dihedraal angle are s et to be zero.. The load disstribution of JJSM from 54%
% to 88%
span is ree-scaled to bee from 0% to 100%. Comppared with the load distribution of JSM, it is confirmeed that the
load disttribution of thhe preliminarry configuratiion around 70% where th
he flap-edge iis located sho
ows good
agreemennt at =12 although thee load distribbution from 0%
0 to 50% span is relatiively lower. The load
distributiion will be adj
djustable to maatch better byy considering twist
t
distributtion, while it ccomplicates th
he model.
Thereforee, the twist distribution is not
n consideredd in the model.

Aerodynamiccforces
forcesand
andmoment
m
moment of
of JSM
JSM
M measured
ninthe
nnel test
Fig.
Fig.
9 9Aerodynamic
measuredin
thewind
windtun
tunnel
test
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withinboard
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f
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=4

Fig.
distributions
with
deg deflection
at α
=4°
% toto88%
pan
be from
from 0%
0%
%toto100%
100%and
an
ndthe
thepreliminary
prelim
minaryconfiguration
configu
urationofof
from
from54%
54%
88%sp
spanwhich
whichisis re-scaled
re-scaled to
to be
OTOMO
O2 obtained ussing CFD
OTOMO2 obtained using CFD

Model Sizing an
nd Mountin
ng in Wind
d Tunnel
a span lengtths of OTOMO
O are used forr the baseline dimensions. The
T chord
As for thhe model sizinng, the chord and
length annd half wing span
s
length arre 0.6m and 1 .35m. The sto
owed chord leength at 70% span where th
he flap-tip
locates iss set to 0.6m
m. The appropriate scale is investigated based on the estimated am
mount of blocckage and
classical wind tunnel wall correctio
on in JAXA-L
LWT2, the measurement
m
frequency
fr
rangge, and the caapacity to
measurement sensors
s
and tu
ubes in the m
model. CFD siimulation inclluding wind tu
tunnel of JAX
XA-LWT2
mount m
shown inn Fig. 11 was used
u
to validaate the wind tuunnel wall correction and to
o check the chaange of flowffields such
as flow sseparation andd vortices. To reduce the moodel scale to 80%
8
from thee baseline makkes it difficultt to mount
all measuurement sensoors and tubes in the model.. To increase the scale over 90% will inncrease the wiind tunnel
wall interrferences com
mpared with th
he results of O
OTOMO. Theerefore, the mo
odel scale waas decided to 85%
8
scale
of the basseline sizing. The angle of attack to be coorrected is aro
ound 2 for the scale.

(a) Computational surface grid to simulate the model in JAXA-LWT2
(a) Computatio
onal surface ggrid to simulatte the model in
n JAXA-LWT
T2

(i) Baseline model
(ii) 85% scalee model
n of surface preessure distribu
ution on the wind
w tunnel waalls
(b)) Comparison
Computaationsofofthe
themodel
model
m
JAXA
A-LWT2 to
to investigate
in
nvestigate the
wall
nces
Fig11. 11
Fig.
Computations
ininJAXA-LWT2
thewind
windtunnel
tunnelw
wallinterferen
interferences
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d close-up view
w near the moodel
(a)) Overview off computationaal domain and

(c) Mach co
ontours at the inlet of the co
ollector

(b) Machh contours at 25%
2
span secttion

Fig.1212Computation
Com
mputationof
ofthe
th
the model
model in RTRI
R
open-car
rt test
Fig.
RTRI
open-cart
testsection
section

In the casse of open-carrt test to meassure the far-fieeld noise, flow
w with shear-llayer deflectedd due to high--lift has to
be in thee collector wiithout generatting extra noiise at the req
quired conditio
ons. It was allso evaluated by CFD.
Figure 122 shows the computationaal results of thhe model in RTRI open-cart test sectioon at =16. From the
computattional results,, the flow is appropriatelyy in the colleector. The ressults also inddicate the allo
owance to
increase the angle of attack. Thesee preliminary evaluations help
h
to plan the
t wind tunnnel test condiitions and
understannd the test resuults.
unted verticallly on the wind tunnel, a sp
pacer to avoidd interferencess between
In the haalf-span modeel testing mou
the modeel and the bouundary layer off the bottom w
wind tunnel wall
w is often ussed. With less height of the boundary
layer spaacer, the inbooard wing is influenced
i
byy the boundarry layer interaction. The eexcessive heig
ght of the
spacer inncreases lift annd decrease drrag. The carefu
ful selection of the height iss important forr half-span model tests.
The apprropriate heightt was evaluateed by CFD. A
At a representaative test cond
dition in JAXA
A-LWT2, 99%
% height 
and displlacement thickkness  of the floor bounddary layer is 80mm
8
and 7.5
5mm. Figures 13(a) and 13(b) shows
the distriibution of totaal pressure losss and surfacee pressure coeefficients Cp. Figure 13(c) sshows the inffluence on
the spanw
wise load disstribution. In Fig. 13(c), B
BL80 indicattes the resultss with the flooor boundary
y layer of
=80mm
m. H20, H40 and
a H60 indiccate that the hheight of the boundary layer spacer, H, are 20mm, 40mm
4
and
60mm. Inn the computaations, the floo
or boundary llayer is modelled, but the wind tunnel itseelf is not simu
ulated. As
shown inn Fig. 13(a), thhe floor bound
dary layer passses over the fuselage-like
f
fairing and afffects the inbo
oard wing.
In the casse with H=20m
mm, the load reduces at a sspanwise rang
ge from 5% to 30%. In the ccase with H=6
60mm, the
load show
ws good agreeement at 10%
%span, while increases at a spanwise raange from 10%
% to 60%. Frrom these
observatiions, the heigght of the spaccer was decidded to be 40m
mm in JAXA-LWT2. Our pprevious comp
putational
and expeerimental studies using a realistic high-lifft model, JSM
M, for high-lift
ft aerodynamiccs research [31-32] had
shown thhat a height off the spacer wiith the displaccement thickn
ness of the floo
or boundary laayer  or twice of  is
appropriaate. For the present
p
model, use of muchh thinner fuseelage-like fairring requires m
much higher boundary
layer spaacer than the guideline.
g
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The aft-ppart of the fuuselage-like fairing
fa
was allso modified by CFD considering the bboundary layer spacer.
Figure 114 shows thee computation
nal results w
with different aft-part of the
t fuselage-llike fairing. The flow
modifications. Space with heeight of 10mm
m is opened beetween the
separatioon around the aft-part is reduced in the m
spacer annd fuselage to exclude the measurement
m
of the forces on the spacer. Then, a labyyrinth seal is inserted in
the spacee between the spacer and fu
uselage. The fflow rate and flow speed passing
p
througgh the labyrin
nth seal by
the size oof gaps were evaluated
e
as shown
s
in Fig. 15. Based on the observations, the labyrrinth seal show
wn in Fig.
15(c) was selected.

m
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H
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shown that preliminary CFD investigation of the wind tunnel tests can decrease unknowns and risks and
improve the accuracy of the wind tunnel test. In the investigation, computations of a lot of configurations at
many flow conditions had conducted with a limited schedule to design and fabricate the model, while
improvement of the turnaround time of CFD would contribute to improve the wind tunnel test further. The
continuing improvement and combination of CFD and EFD will be important for high-lift device noise research.
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